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Cast of Characters

in order of appearance

Robert McBride – Vancouver lawyer cum teacher in Africa

Jacob – head guide on their climb

Bernhart, Joost and Hannah – fellow climbers of 
Kilimanjaro with McBride in 1989

Neema Kuringe – McBride’s lover, mother of Oliva

Joseph Saruni – adoptive father of Oliva

Onesmo Saruni –  adoptive brother of Oliva

Kissa Saruni – adoptive sister of Oliva

Winfrida Saruni – adoptive mother of Oliva

Restituta Wanjohi – general store manager in Uchira village

Oliva Saruni – daughter of McBride, born out of wedlock

Charles Kingo – driver of McBride

Sarah – roommate of Neema in Moshi

Godwin Hayshi – headmaster, Mwema Primary School

Gladys Mwambungu – teacher at Mwema Primary School

Sophia Lemu – teacher at Mwema Primary School



ii

Fratern Kaaya – District Education Officer, Karatu Town 
District

James – boda boda driver in Holili

Farida Kuringe – mother of Neema

Prudencia Lyaruu – wife of Doctor Lyaruu

Doctor John Lyaruu – birth doctor of Neema

Porter Davison – lawyer, partner of McBride

Lizzie Davison – wife of Porter Davison

Susan Brock – paralegal at McBride’s firm

Mr Honorati Sanga – Oliva’s primary school teacher

Mateo Bayo – lovestruck admirer of Oliva

Marco Manjari – school builder, buddy to McBride 

Maja Nillson – Swedish architect NGO

Ebba Nillson – daughter of Maja

Leyla – high school classmate of Oliva

Kafil Kaduri – high school classmate of Oliva

Flavian Sulley – bank manager, benefactor of Anzatena 
Orphanage in Karatu

Maggie – American nurse at Tumaini Hospital

Doctor Fred Artridge – friend of McBride, Tumaini Hospital

Glenda – wife of Doctor Fred

Julian – Marco’s superintendent at Tloma school project

Antonii – park warden



  iii

Jean Olivier Couture – French fashion agent, discovers 
Oliva

Upendo Mfundi – McBride’s live-in housekeeper

Ernesto Mfundi – ironworker, husband of Upendo 

Adèle Bisset – chaperone and fashion trainer to Oliva in 
Paris

David Victor Dubois – fashion house client representative

Birgit – Oliva’s roommate in Paris

Anjela Manjari – wife of Marco

Juliana – Flavian’s wife, organizer of women’s micro-finance 
groups

Father Askwar – pastor in Holili village

Father Baraka – pastor in Holili village in earlier years

Marselina – daughter of nephew of Mrs Lyaruu, caregiver

Robert Mateo Bayo – son of Oliva, grandson of McBride
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McBride

SEPTEMBER 1989

A dusty ancient yellow bus pulls up along the pot-holed 

street in front of Base Camp Café in Moshi, the tradi-

tional choice for celebrating the climb of Tanzania’s Mount 

Kilimanjaro. Five groups of exhausted but happy tourists dis-

embark. The somewhat dishevelled and sunburnt Swedes, 

French, Germans, Dutch and Canadians are instantly mobbed 

by a swarm of highly-practiced teenage trinket hawkers.
“Jambo! Jambo! Souvenirs?” they plead.
“Hapana asante. No thanks,” Canadian lawyer Robert 

McBride replies.
“How did you know my name?” one retorts, grinning.
“Haha, nice try, maybe later.”
McBride appreciates their cheerful efforts, but all he can 

think of now is a cool beer or two and a hot shower later at 
the hotel.

Head guide Jacob intervenes to clear a pathway towards 
the café’s entrance for McBride and his companions. Their 
climbing group includes Bernhart, a seasoned German climb-
er, and a middle-aged Dutch couple, Joost and Hannah. They 
settle into picnic table benches in the cafe’s open courtyard 
enclosed by plastered brick walls painted with brightly co-
loured cartoon-like images of Tanzania’s ‘big five’: elephant, 
rhino, leopard, lion and water buffalo. Smiling waiters and 
waitresses promptly descend on them to take their orders. 
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While they wait for their drinks, much to everyone’s sur-
prise, Jacob pulls out officially signed certificates of the climb 
from his briefcase and hands them out. Bernhart quickly no-
tices the official height at the peak.

“Wundeerbar! 5,895 metres. Do you realize that is the 
same height as the base camp of Everest?” he exclaims.

‘Kili’ was the third in Bernhart’s quest to climb the highest 
peak on all seven continents, saving Everest for the last. 

The drinks come and they raise their glasses to toast their 
success. 

“To Kili,” McBride has to shout to be heard over the din of 
excited conversation, hearty laughs and clinking glasses of 
the other groups.

“To Jacob. The best guide in Tanzania,” Joost shouts.
“Asante sana – thank you very much,” Jacob acknowledges. 

“Hey, you guys were great. And you all made it!”
“Well, it was a little freaky for me,” McBride says. “No 

sleep, going up that steep last leg in the dark, slipping on 
gravel for eight hours.” He points to Bernhart, “Not like this 
guy. A piece of cake for him.”

“Haha, you mean a piece of strudel,” Bernhart jokes, amus-
ing the others.

Jacob smiles at the Dutch couple. “You guys were always 
worried about altitude sickness.”

“Yah,” Joost admits. “We read too much into it. Too much 
hype.” He looks lovingly at his wife. “But we made it, eh, 
Hannah?” 

Hannah laughs. “I had to fight through some leg cramps. 
You know, we Dutch have no mountains like Bernhart to train 
on. Not even hills. We skate, we cross-country ski. Different 
muscles, hmm?”
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McBride raises his glass. “To Jacob’s chef. We had great 
food, Jacob.” 

Bernhart whines jokingly. “Except no sauerkraut!”
McBride quickly replies. “Does that make you a sour 

Kraut? Haha.” They all laugh.
“Ooooh, sorry, couldn’t resist,” says McBride. Bernhart 

smiles.
 They continue on, reminiscing on every day’s episodes: 

the plane wreckage, the nimble-footed supplies-laden porters 
with only plastic flip-flops for footwear, the one with the por-
table toilet laughably balanced on his head, the temperature 
dropping down to -10° on day six, the scores of climbers at 
the Uhuru Peak lined up for photos, ‘skiing’ the gravel slopes 
on the descent, the porters singing a celebration song to each 
climber back at the bottom campsite. Great memories.

McBride feels a pleasurable relaxation that he hasn’t felt 
in a long time. His first holiday in seven years. He reflects on 
his life: at age thirty-four, he’s now a partner in a successful 
law firm, though it has been weighing on him lately. He re-
grets never having married and uses the busy-ness of the firm 
as an excuse, but feels there’s still time. 

He thinks about the movie ‘The Gods Must Be Crazy’ 
where a biologist romances a beautiful young white woman 
who teaches in a small two-classroom building in a remote 
African village. I should come back and teach English at a 
small school like that, he thinks. Get away from the frustra-
tions of a profession that has been enslaving me these past 
years; increased managerial responsibilities, long hours, friv-
olous lawsuits, keeping track of billable hours, and lately a 
heightened negative public image and that tiresome joke: 

“What do you call ten thousand lawyers at the bottom of 
the sea?”
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“A good start!”
Simplify, he thinks. Maybe feel appreciated by a small 

community. 
His reverie is broken by the shrill laughter of several 

Tanzanian women seated on the opposite table. Jacob knows 
them; teachers from the nearby Moshi Secondary School.

McBride notices one – slim, exotic, fashionably but modest-
ly attired – holding her gaze at him just long enough for him 
to sense her interest. She smiles, revealing a set of beautiful 
pearly teeth. 

In that instant, McBride is smitten. 
But a moment later, the women get up and make their way 

to the counter to pay their bill. McBride is momentarily per-
plexed. But, reflecting on his mother’s childhood advice, ‘never 
be backward in going forward,’ he catches up with them at the 
doorway, taps her shoulder and introduces himself, forgetting 
his scruffy appearance. Her amused expression reminds him.

“Sorry, I just climbed Kilimanjaro.”
“Yes, I know. It’s okay. I see many that come here right 

after their climb. I’m Neema.”
He’s charmed by her elegance and confidence and decides 

it’s now or never.
“If you are available, can we meet sometime? I’m here for 

another week. Our guide says you’re a teacher….”

Ì Ë Ì

A coffee shop meeting, two enchanting dinners, and a fas-
cinating afternoon exploring the town’s attractions provide 
many hours for stimulating conversation, shared childhood 
memories, family history, and the impossible-to-ignore sub-
ject of previous failed relationships. They are fascinated by 
each other’s cultural differences and are starting to feel a 
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‘sympathique’, a closeness, that neither had ever before expe-
rienced with someone. 

Thirty-two-year-old Neema Kuringe’s only prior rela-
tionship was one that ended poorly three years ago. She’d 
succumbed to the charms of a successful local businessman 
who spoke endlessly of her beauty, so typical of women of 
the Kilimanjaro area Chagga tribes. They became engaged 
but she ended it soon afterward when the underlying reality 
surfaced: he was a dominating and short-tempered man who 
resented her independence and career desires. McBride on 
the other hand seems refreshingly different: gentlemanly, re-
spectful, a good listener. Her intuition says that he is genuine 
and trustworthy. 

For McBride there is nothing more captivating about a 
woman than the combination of beauty and intelligence, and 
Neema has both, in spades. She’s self-assured, interested in 
world events, and appreciates the importance of her job edu-
cating teenagers. Her ambition is to be the school’s headmis-
tress. But while he admires her serious side, he’s delighted to 
also discover an infectious easy laugh.

The romantic attraction is undeniable. McBride loves how 
her short afro-textured hair accentuates the smooth perfect 
roundness of her head, is comforted by her warm dark brown 
eyes inviting him into a safe caring world, and is excited with 
anticipation in feeling the soft fullness of her generous lips 
and caressing her exotic curvatures. She is very attracted to 
his easy wavy hair, clear blue eyes, and sense of humour. 

Ì Ë Ì

On the fifth evening, Neema suggests a popular local restau-
rant bar, a dimly lit club where they dine listening to the 
throbbing nonstop rhythms of African soul. Later, a little 
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fatigued by the loudness, they decide to leave and make their 
way to McBride’s hotel, to his small but decently furnished 
room overlooking Moshi’s main street and its energetic night-
life. Neema kisses his ear teasingly as he unlocks the door. 

They enter silently, each intoxicated by the sweet mixture 
of perfume and cologne. They kiss at the foot of the bed. A 
shaft of moonlight squeezes through the slightly parted win-
dow curtains and washes the bed invitingly in a soft warm 
glow. Unlike the frenzied ‘clothes-ripping-off’ Hollywood cine-
matic cliché, they undress slowly, savouring each sensual dis-
covery. Their lovemaking is unhurried and easy. They become 
surprisingly in tune with each other’s rhythm as excitement 
builds, until climactic waves of pleasure wash over them.

Moments later as they lay in bed, they embrace again, and 
he notices tears beginning to well in her eyes. He knows that 
this can be a crucial moment for a woman, after powerful sex, 
when she can feel extremely exposed and vulnerable.

“What is it, Neema?”
“I’m sorry… it’s been a long time….”
“It’s okay, you don’t have to explain.” McBride pulls her in 

closer, reassuringly, and they become quiet.
A little while later, Neema startles McBride, poking his 

ribs and chuckling. “So now what? Are you going to love me 
and leave me? Your flight leaves tomorrow.”

“This is all very exciting,” McBride says, pushing himself 
up to sit against the headboard. “I’m beginning to really like 
the idea of a change of scenery. It’s true I’m good at my work, 
but I’m not happy. There’s something missing. I thought a lot 
about it during the seven days of the climb. Remember what 
I said about Jacob telling me on the mountain that there are 
opportunities for westerners to teach English in your primary 
schools? Did you know that teaching was actually my first 
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career choice, until my dad talked me into following his foot-
steps into law? And what you said about maybe helping me 
makes me think it really could be a possibility.”

“Yes, there is a need for teachers and, yes, I can help 
you,” Neema says confidently. “I can discuss it with the local 
Education Officer at the District Council Office.”

“Wonderful,” he replies, beaming. He pulls her up, holds 
her head between his hands and kisses her. 

“This is too good to be true. You are too good to be true.” 
Neema smiles lovingly in return. “I feel the same.”
For the first time in years, McBride begins to feel a sense 

of lofty excitement and adventure, like leaping off a cliff on a 
hang glider for the first time. 

His smile slowly fades as he contemplates the probabili-
ties: something can easily go wrong, like a strong downward 
gust or a breaking strap that can fatally plummet you to the 
ground. And what about firm partner Porter Davison’s reac-
tion? He’ll be shocked and upset. Then there’s the Tanzanian 
climate, the culture, the Kiswahili language, and the tribal 
customs. And will he be able to relate to those little kids who 
don’t know a word of English? He’s a lawyer. His business 
mode is words. Will he be restricted to just showing pictures? 
All right, class, what is this? …say ‘CAT.’

Neema refuses to be serious and suddenly leaps on top 
of him, laughing, and tries to tickle him. McBride, slightly 
annoyed to be jolted from his reverie, playfully throws her 
off. She pulls the sheets over her, cocooning herself. “OK, I’m 
gone,” she giggles.

McBride starts to think about how he can redeem him-
self. A self-proclaimed master of practical jokes, he seizes the 
opportunity. “I’ll be in the bathroom, back in a minute.” He 
thumps to the bathroom door, closes it without entering, then 
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tiptoes back to the bed and quietly crawls around to the oppo-
site side and crouches. Neema, a little disappointed, peeks at 
the bathroom door, and waits. A few moments later, hearing 
nothing, she throws the sheet back to get up and check on 
him, at which point McBride leaps up into the bed. Neema 
screams. McBride is laughing hysterically. Neema grabs a 
pillow and angrily throws it at him, but the tension dissolves 
quickly.

Ì Ë Ì

It is almost midnight when McBride looks at his watch. 
“You have classes tomorrow, so I guess we should think 

about getting you home, right? But first, I need to answer your 
question.” He feels a sense of urgency. “I know it’s only been 
five days, but I think we have something worthwhile. I want 
you in my life.” 

Neema hesitates a little before answering. 
“I want that too.”
The words thrill McBride, but he questions her hesitation. 

They discuss the challenges of an interracial relationship, 
the reaction of friends and family, and the practicality of a 
relationship with homes separated thousands of miles apart.

They leave the hotel an hour later and walk slowly back, 
in silence, holding each other closely, to Neema’s apartment 
a few blocks away. 

At Neema’s door, she says, “We should say goodbye here. 
My roommate….”

“Yes, of course.” McBride suddenly feels an incredible need 
to hold her tightly and never let go, afraid that this has all 
been a crazy dream. They embrace one last time. McBride 
kisses her softly and solemnly whispers in her ear, “I will 
come back, I promise. Will you wait?”
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“Yes, yes, yes,” Neema replies, holding back tears. She 
opens the door and closes it slowly, still looking at McBride. 

They each stand momentarily against the closed door, lost 
in thought, and feeling an immense sadness about the possi-
bility of never seeing each other again. 
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Oliva

JULY 1990

A weary thirty-eight-year-old Joseph Saruni walks steadi-

ly through a grove of mango trees in the back yard of 

his Uchira village farmhouse where six-year-old son Onesmo 

and four-year-old daughter Kissa are playing. He is returning 

from his fields of maize and pigeon pea crops after a long day 

of harvesting.
As he steps up onto the rear verandah, his wife Winfrida 

greets him. She pulls a moist towel off her shoulder and wipes 
the dust-covered sweat from his face and arms.

“You worked hard today, dear Joseph. I will be right back 
with a drink to join you,” she says.

Joseph plops himself down in his custom-crafted chair and 
takes a deep breath. It is his favourite time of the day. He can 
relax, watch the setting sun with a cup of his favourite rooibos 
tea, and admire his prized mango orchard. 

Winfrida returns a moment later and sits with him. Joseph 
is leaning back in the chair with his hands clasped behind his 
head. He is smiling.

Winfrida notices. “What are you thinking?” she asks, re-
turning his smile.

“Well, I was remembering that wonderful day I met you.”
Winfrida lets out a hearty laugh. “Hooweee! I will never 

forget how shy I was. You offered to help to load my cart with 
supplies from Goodluck Mini Mart in the village. Those bags 
of maize flour, beans, and rice were so heavy You were such 
a gentleman.”
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“Ah yes,” Joseph sighs. “After only a few brief seconds 
looking into your eyes, I knew my life would change.” Joseph 
chuckles. “But I was worried. You were so thin then, Winfrida, 
like a string of pigeon peas.” 

Winfrida lets out a hearty laugh. “Haha, not anymore.”
Joseph enjoys his wife. In their eight-year marriage, she 

has blossomed into a good-natured, hard-working mother. 
She loves her kitchen and has become even more jovial since 
Joseph bought her a modern steel wood-burning stove and 
oven, specially ordered from Nairobi. Along with her delicious 
vegetable and meat stews, she now cooks cakes and pastries 
that have comfortably rounded out both their figures.

They sit for a while, drinking their tea in comfortable si-
lence, watching the children cavort among the mango trees. 
The sun slips down over the horizon. Then Joseph speaks.

“We are lucky to have savings with the money left over 
from the crop sales, but I think it will be a while before we can 
afford a tractor,” he says. 

Winfrida adds, “Please. We must also save for the chil-
dren’s higher education once they graduate from secondary 
school.”

“Yes, my dear wife, hakuna matata – don’t worry – that is 
top priority.”

Joseph sighs, then adds, “And wouldn’t it be nice if one day 
we could all go on a holiday to Tanga to see the ocean.”

“Aieee! And swim in it,” Winfrida replies. 
She then calls to the children to come inside now.
“Haha, they are good kids,” Joseph says with pride. 
“Yes, we are blessed, Joseph,” Winfrida says. “And you 

know, Onesmo is very bright. I think he will be very success-
ful one day. But will you be disappointed if he doesn’t want to 
be a farmer?” 
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“Ha, I have already prepared my mind for that. These are 
modern times and young men are more restless.”

 He thinks back to his own younger life when the road to 
success in Uchira was simple for young men in this northern 
tourist region: work as a guide and driver on safaris and save 
enough money to marry and become a farmer. At twenty-nine 
years of age, he had saved enough money, and with the help 
of a fifty-acre wedding gift plot of land from his father, and 
Winfrida’s love, he’d achieved both ambitions. 

When it comes to children, Joseph and Winfrida have al-
ready decided against the tradition of ‘many (especially boys) 
equals farm success and old age security.’ With a limit of two 
kids, they’ll be able to afford their higher education and when 
successful, the children will return to improve the quality of 
their lives in other ways. 

“We don’t need any more, do we?” Joseph asks Winfrida.
“No, perhaps not.”

Ì Ë Ì

A month later.
Winfrida is in her kitchen removing a pot of wali wa nazi 

– steamed rice in coconut milk – from the stove, when the 
phone rings. It is a call from their neighbour, Mrs Restituta 
Wanjohi. Traditionally-built Mrs Wanjohi, the manager of 
Uchira village’s only general store, is widely acknowledged as 
the esteemed source of all village goings-on. She takes great 
pride in passing on every tidbit of information, whether true 
or suspect, to her customers, whether they appreciate it or 
not. She has an important and urgent question for Winfrida. 

“An awful thing happened to your distant cousin Farida 
from Holili village,” she breathlessly explains. “I got a call 
from Farida’s doctor, Mr John Lyaruu, who said Farida’s 
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daughter passed away a month ago giving birth, and Farida 
is too old and sick with a weak heart, and she cannot not take 
care of the baby girl, and she is all alone with no immediate 
family, and you are the best person to take care of her… “ – 
she pauses to take a breath – “…and the doctor asked if maybe 
you and Joseph could…?” 

There is no hesitation that evening after dinner when 
Winfrida brings up the question with Joseph. Another child 
will be a wonderful blessing, but it comes with the sad news 
of her cousin’s health and daughter’s death. Winfrida hasn’t 
seen Farida in many years, probably a decade or more. She 
remembers the teenage daughter who seemed so bright and 
dreamed of one day becoming a teacher. That night before 
sleeping is a mix of emotions; Winfrida sheds a few tears for 
that spirited young woman, but is consoled by the possibility 
of seeing her in her baby’s eyes.

The next day, when Joseph returns from the field for his 
lunch, he sees Winfrida sitting at the table, anxiously waiting.

“I talked again to Restituta,” she says. “The baby does not 
have a name. What do you think of Oliva, after my late aunt? 
She was such an inspiration to me when I was young.”

“I am happy with that, my dear Winfrida.”
After lunch, Winfrida picks up what she believes Joseph is 

saying as he goes out the door.
“Oliva, haha… Oliva.” 
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Oliva

SEPTEMBER 1990

B aby Oliva’s different appearance doesn’t go unnoticed 

in the village, and thanks to general store manager 

Restituta Wanjohi, everyone knows she originated from the 

passing of a distant relative, probably due to AIDS or malaria 

which is too often the case in Tanzania. 
More often than not, during Winfrida’s weekly shopping 

visits to the village centre with baby Oliva strapped to her 
back, she gets stopped to chat.

“You are so blessed, Mrs Saruni,” they say, smiling, ca-
ressing the baby’s smooth fine hair, “to have such a lovely 
baby. So quiet. And those eyes are so beautiful.” Baby Oliva’s 
hazel-green eyes fascinate everyone.

The chats eventually get around to the subject of the baby’s 
birth father. Winfrida doesn’t mind everyone’s curiosity, but 
is always puzzled about the reasons for it. I guess my little 
princess has become quite a bit of a celebrity, she thinks. The 
gossip’s general consensus, however, is a less favourable one 
for the father, who is assumed to have been an irresponsible 
mzungu – white tourist – transient from the western world. 
Winfrida is also curious about that. Any information about 
the father would be so helpful because she knows the time 
will come when Oliva will be asking, that she will have every 
right to know about her mzungu father’s heritage. Winfrida 
promises herself, before Oliva is old enough to be curious, that 
she will contact cousin Farida in the not too distant future, 
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maybe even be bold enough to make a surprise visit. But at 
this point, they must focus on their new little treasure.

She and Joseph feel no different than any of the numerous 
families in Uchira village who have not hesitated to accept or-
phans into their families despite the sometimes lack of space 
and funds. ‘There is always room for one more’ seems to be 
the local maxim.

One evening, Joseph and Winfrida are proudly observing 
Oliva who has just fallen asleep in her crib.

“At least we do not have the terrible situation of Mrs 
Wanjohi,” Joseph tells Winfrida, “last year, packing those two 
new orphans with their own seven children into their small 
home. We have lots of extra space in Kissa’s room here.”

Winfrida smiles, and without taking her eyes off Oliva, 
says to Joseph. 

“Mrs Wanjohi confided something to me….”
“What was it, dear?”
“She wished she could have this baby. She fell in love with 

her when she saw her for the first time.”
“Yes,” Joseph says. “Mrs Wanjohi has such a big heart.”
Winfrida adds, “You know, her dream is to be surrounded 

by dozens of grandchildren one day.”
Joseph shakes his head. “But poor little husband Petro. He 

has to work so much harder with his small farm to feed that 
family. But he doesn’t mind. He loves his ‘big mama’ so much.”

“Do you love your ‘big mama,’ Joseph?”
He puts his arm around her shoulders and kisses her 

cheek.
“A question that needs not asking, my dear… haha, 

absolutely!”
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McBride

OCTOBER 1990

M cBride’s Boeing 747 touches down at Kilimanjaro 

International Airport at 8:05 PM on Monday October 

15th, thirteen months after leaving Neema. He climbs down 

the steep aircraft’s stairs and walks across the tarmac to-

wards the arrivals hall along with several hundred other wea-

ry but excited passengers. The sweet warm air of Africa is the 

first shock to his senses, a pleasant change to the aircraft’s 

manufactured environment, but it is heavy and moist causing 

McBride to suddenly feel fatigued. The two nine-hour flights 

from Vancouver via Amsterdam were filled with thoughts 

of Neema and a new adventure with her. Images of her en-

chanting face and sounds of her infectious laughter burn in 

his brain. 
Through Neema he had arranged a temporary job as an 

English Teacher at Mwema Primary School in Karatu, a town 
in northern Tanzania. It wasn’t easy to convince his part-
ner Porter Davison to agree to his leave of absence for almost 
three months, but McBride is convinced that Davison McBride 
& Associates Inc will survive well without him, especially con-
sidering the aggressive career aspirations of a couple of junior 
partners who are more than willing to take up the slack.

Customs clearance is tedious, lineups are long. It’s too 
much a mechanical process for McBride’s liking; a dispassion-
ate formality, and one that always makes him a little anxious. 
With his visa stamped, he picks up his luggage and heads 
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to the entrance where scores of drivers and tour guides are 
craning their necks to identify their arriving guests. McBride 
sees his pre-arranged driver holding up a sign with his name 
scrawled on it, a handsome twenty-something young man in 
sandals, black cargo pants and with a huge gleaming smile 
that matches the brilliant whiteness of his shirt. 

“Hi, I’m Robert McBride, you must be Charles.” 
“Karibu, Mr Robert. My name is Charles Kingo. I welcome 

you to my beautiful country. Mr Fratern sent me to take you 
to Outpost Lodge in Arusha. We spend the night there and I 
drive you to Karatu tomorrow.” 

McBride had been communicating from Canada with a very 
friendly and helpful Mr Fratern Kaaya, the District Education 
Officer in Karatu District, who was as excited to have McBride 
help out with one of his schools as McBride was to experience 
his new adventure. McBride is really looking forward to meet-
ing him. But first, there is something he needs to do.

“Charles, is there time to do a quick detour in the opposite 
direction to Moshi? I need to check on something there. It’s 
only a half-hour drive. We’ll come back and get to Arusha by 
midnight.”

“What is it, Mr Robert?” Charles asks.
“I’ll tell you on the way.”
They load his gear into a well-worn Land Cruiser provided 

by the Karatu District Council, and after settling the pay-
ments for gas and lodgings they head out.

“Where did you go to school, Charles?” McBride asks. “Your 
English is good.” He won’t hold the few grammatical errors 
against the young man. It’s actually quite charming.

“I passed at Mwema Primary where you will be teaching, 
haha,” he chuckles. “We only start to learn English in high 
school, but I’m wanting to be safari tour guide, so I like to 
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hang out with tourists because it’s possible to improve my 
English.” He pauses. “So… why we are going to Moshi?”

“There’s someone I need to contact,” McBride replies.
Charles shrugs his shoulders. “OK.” 
The darkness and the fatigue give McBride a sense of fore-

boding. His thoughts drift back to Neema and the last six 
months of confusion and indecision back in Canada.

“What the hell happened to her,” he kept asking himself 
when the phone calls and emails stopped four months ago in 
June. His calls were stymied; ‘The person you are trying to call 
is no longer reachable’ was the dreaded response. The frustra-
tion quickly turned to worry. Is she all right? Has something 
terrible happened to her? Who could he call there? He didn’t 
know anyone. Except Fratern Kaaya. And when McBride got 
him to contact the Moshi District where Neema worked they 
said that Neema quit her job and left without a forward ad-
dress. And no one else knew anything. A big part of McBride’s 
excitement to go back to Africa was seeing her again. Was he 
being a little too presumptuous in thinking that their rela-
tionship would work out? How much did he really know about 
her? And what about that previous guy? Maybe he’s back in 
her life and she’s reconsidered. A hundred scenarios belea-
guered him. He even began to question whether he should go 
back to Africa. 

But in the end two reasons prevailed; he should continue 
to pursue his love of teaching but also address his insatiable 
curiosity about what happened to Neema. McBride has an 
appetite for discovery based on years of investigative legal 
research, and he is good at it. He would start with her apart-
ment and her roommate if she is still there. He had no idea 
what he would find there – all he knew is that he had to go 
back to the place where he last looked into her beautiful eyes.
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In Moshi, McBride directs Charles to the apartment, where 
they park in front of the entrance.

“Wait here,” he tells Charles.
McBride is suddenly nervous as he walks up to the door 

and knocks. There is no answer but he hears the sounds of a 
television. He knocks again and waits. The porch light comes 
on and a woman peeks through the curtain at the adjacent 
window. Without opening the door, she yells out, “Who is it?”

“Sorry to bother you this late. I’m Robert McBride, the 
Canadian friend of Neema.”

A petite, attractive thirty-something opens the door. She 
smiles generously. McBride thinks she seems a little older 
than he remembers. 

“Hi, I’m Sarah. I remember you. I was with Neema when 
you met her at the Base Camp Café. I assume you are looking 
for her?”

“Yes, is she here? The Education Office told me she quit 
her job.”

“I wish I could help you, but I have no idea where she is 
now. Last December, she suddenly announced she had just 
quit her job and had to go visit some relatives who were hav-
ing problems. She didn’t tell me more. I don’t where her home 
is or where her relatives live. We hadn’t known each other 
that long. In Moshi, rent is expensive, so we shared this small 
apartment. We were never close friends.”

McBride’s shoulders slump in disappointment. He thinks 
a moment.

He then whistles and beckons Charles to come to the door. 
“What’s your phone number, Charles? Give it to Sarah 

here, please.”
“Sarah,” he continues. “I’ll be staying in Karatu for a few 
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months. If you find any information about her, can you please 
let me know? Phone Charles and he’ll find me.”

McBride shakes Sarah’s hand, thanking her, and apolo-
gizes again for the late disturbance. He and Charles turn and 
leave.

During the hour and a half drive to Arusha McBride re-
alizes why Africa is called the dark continent. The highway 
passes through an endless stream of small villages with unlit 
streets and small shops that have only a single overhead bulb 
trying desperately to illuminate the signage below. But the 
lonely darkness doesn’t dampen his determination. His mind 
is bright with thoughts of his next strategy; get quickly settled 
in with his new job and at the first opportunity, continue the 
investigation. If Neema is alive, he is convinced he will find 
her. 

Ì Ë Ì

At Arusha’s Outpost Lodge, an exhausted McBride is thankful 
to be quickly led to his room where he passes out, cocooned 
within the mosquito netting surrounding the bed. He is woken 
in dawn’s first light by Charles softly knocking on his door, 
announcing breakfast. 

The Outpost is a haven for Kilimanjaro climbers, safari 
seekers, backpackers from all parts of the world, and the staff 
and volunteers of the many non-governmental organizations 
known as NGOs. It’s an oasis from the clamorous city life with 
its small rustic cabins scattered among banana trees, palms, 
flowering jacaranda trees and various broad-leafed plants. 
Dining happens in an open-air courtyard surrounded by hedg-
es of bright red bougainvillea interspersed with colourful ar-
rays of exotic flowers: orchids, lilies, fuchsia. McBride and 
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Charles are feasting on waffles and fruit when the Canadian 
interrupts, grinning.

“My God, I can’t believe it. I’m in Africa again, but this 
time for a few months.” 

“Haha,” says Charles. “And you will enjoy.” 
“So tell me about life for me in Karatu, Charles. Fratern 

says I’ll be staying at Happy Days Lodge which apparently is 
on the outskirts of Karatu and not far from Mwema Primary 
School. What’s that like and how do I get around?”

“Many NGOs stay there. Rustic cabins to rent.” Charles’ 
tone turns sympathetic, “But, sorry, cold water for shower.” 
He quickly becomes animated again. “The owner has good 
restaurant there. Many NGOs in the area meet for beer and 
pizza and to share stories from work.”

“For transportation,” he continues, “you can rent boda 
boda motorcycle or bajaji three-wheel taxi. Or for long trip to 
Arusha or Moshi, you get Noah van.” 

Charles grins proudly. “Or you have me for good trans-
portation. I have excellent boda boda. Very reasonable rates; 
three hundred Tanzanian shillings for short ride, eight hun-
dred for long ride.”

McBride does a quick mental calculation. “Hmm, two or 
five Canadian dollars, not expensive at all.”

McBride laughs. “You’re quite the entrepreneur. Thank 
you.”

The day provides a fascinating cultural enlightenment for 
McBride. The morning is spent in the city centre, organizing 
McBride’s cellphone and setting up a personal bank account 
with Tanzania’s NBC National Bank of Commerce. Unlike his 
time in the clean orderly Moshi last year, McBride gets his 
first reality check of African city life in multifaceted Arusha. 
The dichotomy between its colonial past and its modern 
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present are reflected in deteriorating buildings from German 
and British colonialism balanced by new sleekly designed ho-
tels and banks supporting a flourishing tourism. 

The chaotic hustle in the streets of Arusha are a shock to 
McBride’s senses. Young friendly entrepreneurs approach 
him, pushing their trinkets, maps, watches, safari hats in his 
face. Karibu – welcome – is the typical chant. He doesn’t buy, 
but they show little disappointment and continue on with 
their smiles of optimism. 

The congested main street, Sokoine Road, is an amazingly 
complex movement of all types of traffic. Small fourteen-seat-
er mini buses, where a young athletic man hangs out the win-
dow to flag potential riders, stop frequently with little warn-
ing. Boda bodas weave in and out of lanes, passing on the left 
or right wherever there’s an opening. Wiry young men, their 
upper bodies bare and sweat-glistened, trudge slowly along 
with amazing strength and endurance, pulling wooden carts 
loaded to deliver produce, furniture, construction materials 
or just about anything that needs to be hauled. Pedestrians 
everywhere, running the gauntlet, cross through the traffic. 
All compete with vehicles for road space.

McBride is fascinated by two things; the eerie lack of horns 
honking, and the harmonious agreement to maintain the 
status quo. Ha, they’re okay with it, he chortles to himself. 
Everything seems to just move along, slowly but effectively. 
McBride coins his own expression for it: ‘organized confusion.’

Forced to travel along the congested main street to get out 
of the City, they leave in early afternoon to ensure getting 
to Karatu before dark. At the western outskirts they pass 
through the large slum area of Majengo where McBride gets 
his first taste of the daily struggle for many humans just ek-
ing out an existence. Open-air buildings, scantily constructed 
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from whatever materials were cheaply available, house var-
ious trade businesses; bars, food shops, salons, duka-la-da-
wa shops – small pharmacies – interspersed with furniture 
makers, welders, joinery and window fabricators. There is no 
greenery, just red dust everywhere that becomes the colour of 
the shop facades. Barely legible signage. Pedestrians, cyclists, 
dogs, goats jostle each other in the space between the road 
and the shops. 

The extreme poverty both saddens and angers McBride. 
How is this allowed to exist? Indifference. Ignorance. Of the 
wealthy and powerful. He reflects on his own life’s materialis-
tic preoccupations that now seem so relatively petty and self-
ish. He’s always known about world poverty, but to see it up 
close and so graphically raw is such an eye opener. It is this 
moment that changes him. And he promises himself, I have 
some skills, some experience. I am young with enough energy. I 
can do something. Maybe it’ll just be a drop in the bucket, but 
it will be something. 

The resolution is invigorating. McBride is now looking for-
ward more than ever to his new job.

He enjoys the three-and-a-half-hour drive from Arusha 
to Karatu. Charles initiates the role of tour guide with irre-
sistible enthusiasm. As they pass through the flat, sparsely 
vegetated lands of the Maasai tribes, Charles points out cat-
tle-herding young men doubling as entrepreneurs – position-
ing themselves strategically along the highway – dressed in 
their famous colourful blankets with their faces fiercely paint-
ed, enticing tourists to take photo souvenirs, for a bargain 
price of one hundred shillings. 

The flatlands end at the village of Mto Wa Mbu – Mosquito 
Creek – which sits at the bottom of the Rift Valley escarpment 
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whose cliff edges provide a spectacular backdrop to Lake 
Manyara. Charles becomes excited.

“We have to stop here to meet banana women on side of 
road,” he exclaims. “And buy banana. Cheap. Best price. I 
need for my family and you can use for gifts, Mr Robert.” 

They load up on dozens of small sweet red bananas and 
proceed up the steep winding climb of the escarpment, avoid-
ing hitting several crossing baboons who make their home in 
the surrounding forests, until they reach a viewpoint over-
looking Manyara. Charles stops again. The view of the lake 
and flatlands below is breathtaking. 

“If you look long time, you might see big white cloud rising 
from lake,” says Charles. “That is thousands of flamingos tak-
ing off. They are disturbed.”

Neurotic flamingos? McBride chuckles to himself. “Yes. 
Amazing. I’ve seen it on television.”

“And over there,” Charles points to the southeast, “is 
Tarangire National Park, home of thousands of elephant. 
And also cheetah and leopard. Do you know leopards sleep in 
branches of tree?”

McBride is excited. How lucky am I? To have been posted 
to the heart of the most famous tourist region in the world: 
Tarangire, Manyara, Serengeti, Ngorongoro – homes of the 
Big Five.

“Charles, at some point, I need to go on a safari,” he adds. 
“Can you be my guide?”

“Hakuna matata, Mr Robert,” he laughs, “I am ready.”

Ì Ë Ì

Charles drops McBride and his baggage off at the Happy Days 
Lodge’s restaurant. After jotting down Charles’ contact infor-
mation in his pocket notepad, McBride hugs him and promises 
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to be in touch. He turns to see a broadly grinning, slim, nattily 
dressed middle-aged man standing on the verandah waiting 
to greet him. 

“Karibu, Mr Robert, I am Godwin Hayshi, headmaster of 
Mwema Primary School. I am so happy to finally meet you. 
Let me show you to your cabin. Then we can come back and 
have a coffee together, OK?” 

McBride instantly likes him and imagines how he must 
love his career teaching children and how the kids must be in-
spired by his gentle intelligent manner. Godwin takes him for 
a quick tour around the lodge’s campsite, a collection of small 
wood-framed walls and grass-thatch roofed buildings nestled 
among tall jacaranda and grevillea trees. They are mostly in-
habited by various transient and not so transient NGO staff. 
His is at the back, furthest from the restaurant. It is modest 
but comfortable accommodation; just a sitting/sleeping room 
and a small toilet/shower room. A window above the head of 
the double bed allows a view of the night sky. On the oppo-
site wall next to the entrance door are a table and two chairs 
against a window that provides a view of a small garden. The 
best feature is the outdoor deck framed by colourful flowering 
bougainvillea hedges, as Godwin points out in perfect English: 

“You will enjoy sitting here in the evenings, drinking roo-
ibos tea, and like it is now, seeing our beautiful setting sun, 
and hearing the songs of our bush larks that will calm you.” 

McBride is more than pleased. He likes the rustic charm of 
his new home, and the prospect of meeting new friends. They 
return to the restaurant’s deck where they sit opposite each 
other. Godwin orders two cups of Africafé coffee for them, and 
becomes a little serious.

“The teachers and I have been discussing how you will fit 
into our curriculum. As you know, our government primary 
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schools are taught in the Kiswahili medium. Our students are 
generally from very poor farm families and our teachers are 
trained in a very basic two-year course, also in Kiswahili, with 
their background of four years of secondary school English. 
We have one English class per week for each of our levels; 
Pre-school and Standard One to Standard Seven, but we are 
not happy with it.”

“You see,” he continues, leaning forward and seeming a 
little troubled, “The teachers themselves are not that confi-
dent in their own English because there is little opportunity 
to practice. So the classes are somewhat lacking. Perhaps you 
can help inject some enthusiasm. Do you have any ideas?” 

McBride leans back and thinks for a minute. 
“I have a few, I guess. I could give a refresher course for 

the teachers in their spare time. But I really need to look at 
your curriculum books. And spend some time in your library.”

“Haha,” Godwin quickly chortles. “What library? You will 
see the day after tomorrow how basic everything is at the 
school.”

By the end of the conversation, McBride is both excited and 
worried. He welcomes Godwin’s suggestion to have the restau-
rant’s specialty pizza and an early night. As the headmaster 
leaves, he also recommends the Serengeti Premium lager.

The pizza is surprisingly good, and thin-crusted just the 
way McBride likes it. The last thing he expected. The lager is 
excellent too.

What a hell of a day that was, he reflects wearily. Well, 
there’s no turning back. Here I am for the next three months.

The bush larks are still trilling as he adjusts the mosquito 
netting around his bed. His last thoughts before falling off to 
a deep sleep are of Neema and figuring out a plan to find her.

Ì Ë Ì
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Two days later. 
It is early morning sunrise. The eastern sky is spectacular-

ly aflame. McBride is well rested after spending most of the 
previous day sleeping to get over his jet lag. Mwema Primary 
School is five kilometres from the Lodge. Godwin Hayshi ar-
rives with his boda boda and, with McBride saddled behind 
him, turns out of the Lodge’s driveway and heads south on 
the gravelled Mbulu Road just as a Toyoto Land Cruiser filled 
with safari tourists whooshes by, whirling up a cloud of fine 
dust. It is literally McBride’s first taste of African rural roads. 
When the dust clears, he is treated along the route to pan-
oramic views of hundreds of acres of crops – maize, pigeon 
pea, millet – that is refreshing and calming, a welcome change 
to hectic city life. 

As they approach the school, he notices many small tots 
grouped in pairs and threes crossing the fields heading to-
wards their classes. They’re wearing uniforms. All have bril-
liant white shirts with girls in royal blue skirts and the boys 
in sand-coloured khaki shorts. The sight delights McBride. 
He can’t wait to meet them. And then it dawns on him: the 
language barrier. He does have a little something that Godwin 
taught him – habari za asubuhi?’ – how are you this morning? 
– but everything after that may just be a smiling embarrass-
ing silence.

They turn off the road into a pasture and follow a nar-
row trail for a couple of hundred metres until they reach the 
edge of a vast maize cropland out of which a rectangular area, 
perhaps eight or ten acres, has been cleared for the school 
grounds. In the corner there is a modest faded-yellow rect-
angular building. Godwin crosses the field and stops the mo-
torbike close to the building They dismount. McBride is not 
surprised by the poor condition of the building: rusting sheet 
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metal roofing, cracked plastered adobe brick walls, missing 
and broken window panes.

“Welcome to Mwema Primary School,” Godwin announces 
proudly. “It is small, only two classrooms and my office in 
between, but we will need to expand as the children graduate 
to higher levels.”

McBride is both stunned and curious. “This is a strange lo-
cation for a school,” he asks, brushing the dust from his pants.

“This is how we build rural schools,” Godwin informs. “The 
village council does not own land. It seeks out a suitable flat 
property that usually belongs to a farmer and gently asks for 
his co-operation.”

“They can’t just appropriate his land like that, can they?” 
asks McBride.

There’s a twinkle in Godwin’s eyes as he replies. “Haha, 
Mr Robert, I see you still maintain the instincts of the lawyer 
inside you.”

“You know,” he continues, “this is how we work in 
Tanzania. Without computers and all its associated technolo-
gy, we cannot have sophisticated legal processes like in your 
country. The District Council office has limited resources for 
surveying and topographical mapping, so lands are allocated 
perhaps a little too informally. But I will tell you the interest-
ing story of this school land later. Now, please let us go and 
meet the teachers and children.”

Godwin has arranged a special assembly at the school to 
introduce him. Teachers Gladys Mwambungu and Sophia 
Lemu have already mustered all thirty-eight children into 
one of the two classrooms and now anxiously wait at the door 
to greet their guest. 

Gladys and Sophia are quite the opposites. Gladys is ex-
troverted, full-figured, and good-humoured while Sophia is 
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slim, modest and perhaps a little too sincere. They are good 
friends but Sophia sometimes finds the ebullience of Gladys a 
little overwhelming. The two had long excited chats the previ-
ous evening and had agreed to wear their nicest professional 
looking clothes: a colourful blouse, long black skirt, and a trim 
white waist jacket with a colourful patterned scarf. But two 
days earlier Gladys had decided, without telling Sophia, to 
visit Karatu’s Happy Hair Salon to have her hair fashionably 
braided. That annoyed Sophia as it was yet another incidence 
of Gladys outshining her.

When McBride approaches them, Gladys is quick to be the 
first to embrace him. It is difficult to not notice that her waist 
jacket was likely purchased twenty pounds earlier and he 
worries that the buttons restraining her ample bosom may 
pop off at any moment. Sophia’s greeting, in contrast, is a sim-
ple polite handshake. McBride is struck by their warmth, and 
charmed by the wonderful Tanzanian accent of their English. 
When he enters the room, to his surprise and delight, the chil-
dren stand and are immediately cued into a wonderful high-
pitched greeting;

“Karibu, dada Mbrideeee!” 
They wait for McBride’s response.
“Habari za asubuhi?” he thankfully manages, to which 

they reply: 
“Nzuri asante.”
“What was that?” McBride asks Godwin, nudging him.
“Good, thank you,” Godwin replies. 
McBride says to himself, Here we go! Gotta start learning 

the language.
As Godwin is explaining the role of their new Canadian 

friend to the children, McBride is fascinated by the scene in 
front of him. The kids are tightly seated in government-issue, 
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economically-designed three-person desks, shoulder to shoul-
der, which surprises McBride – that they do not appear to be 
uncomfortable. Some, with heads bent down and hands cov-
ering their mouths, are giggling. But most sit still and seem 
curiously wonderstruck by the sight of this strange looking 
man. He remembers Godwin telling him that many kids living 
on these remote village farms have never seen a white person 
up close. Of course they see Land Cruisers filled with them 
speeding by on Mbulu Road, but to examine one this closely 
will surely be an exciting experience.

Black kids are so beautiful, he thinks. Big brown eyes. 
Toothy smiles made even more brilliantly white by the con-
trasting dark skin. 

At their young age, with perfectly round shaved heads, 
McBride is only able to differentiate girl from boy by their 
blue skirts and khaki pants. He is impressed by how well 
disciplined they seem, but that perception is sure to be chal-
lenged later in his new teaching career.

“One last thing before we send the children home,” says 
Godwin as he raises his hand to get the children to stand 
again. “Our Tanzania National Song.” 

McBride is mesmerized by thirty-eight shrill young voices 
unabashedly belting out a sentimental tribute to their coun-
try. The first line says it all;

“Tanzania, Tanzania, nakupenda kwa moyo wote.”
“Tanzania, Tanzania, I love you with all my heart.”
The kids are then dismissed. They file past McBride, shyly, 

some smiling endearingly. One little boy stops and raises his 
arm, pointing to McBride’s head, before Godwin prods him on.

“What was that?” McBride asks.
“Haha, I have seen this before with children who meet 

mzungus for the first time. They are fascinated by your long 
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straight hair and want to touch it… but you must discourage 
that.”

During goodbyes, McBride interrupts Gladys’s attempt 
at another exuberant hug, and instead grabs one of her out-
stretched arms and politely shakes it.

They drive off on Godwin’s body boda, passing groups of 
the kids: some smiling, some laughing, some gleefully cavort-
ing with each other.

I am also going to have fun here, he thinks.
Back at the Lodge, McBride and Godwin discuss further 

details and agree on a starting date of 29 October. That will 
give him some time to prepare a strategy and organize mate-
rials for his classes. And a week to figure out what happened 
to Neema. 

Ì Ë Ì

On the morning after his first visit to Mwema, McBride 
doesn’t waste any time with his plan. He decides to drop in 
to meet District Education Officer Fratern Kaaya, firstly to 
thank him for his help in arranging the teaching job and ar-
ranging his travel to Karatu, but secondly, to see if he can 
help track down Neema’s whereabouts through his contacts 
with Neema’s school. He phones Charles for transportation, 
now on his regular motorbike, to the District Council Offices 
in Karatu. There he meets Mr Fratern Kaaya, a somewhat 
weary looking middle-aged man dressed very casually despite 
his job as an important man in charge of no less than two 
hundred schools in the Karatu district. McBride is a little 
surprised with his appearance. During all his calls to him the 
past few months, he had always pictured him a little more 
official looking. McBride asks if there are any further devel-
opments into the search for Neema’s whereabouts.
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“Unfortunately not, Mr Robert,” Fratern replies sincerely 
apologetic. “I talked to the school’s headmaster who informed 
me she resigned without giving any reason at the Christmas 
break. I also talked to her fellow teachers, and no one knows 
why or where she went.” 

“Was there any forwarding address?” McBride asks.
“I’m sorry, our records are not the best, but I did find out 

that she has family in the village of Holili, thirty-five kilome-
tres east of Moshi. The only thing I can suggest is to go there 
and seek out the Kuringe family. You know, village people are 
very friendly and I am sure there will be many people willing 
to help you.”

Charles is laying backwards on his bike, snoozing in the 
sunlight, when McBride returns.

“Can you arrange a rental car for me for a few days? I need 
to go to Moshi,” McBride asks.

“Hooo weee, no worries, man, hakuna matata,” he replies, 
jumping up into action. “There are no rental companies in 
Karatu, but I have friend.”

The ‘friend’, as it turns out, is another young mechanical-
ly-minded entrepreneur in his mid-twenties who renovated an 
old Toyota Rav 4 that he now uses as a taxi. McBride agrees 
on the price and decides to take a chance on its reliability. 

He queries Charles where he can get a road map, but ap-
parently, there are no such things in Karatu.

“Just take the main highway and keep going east, past 
Arusha to JRO airport,” Charles advises. “Moshi is just an-
other half hour after that.”

Ì Ë Ì

McBride smiles at the familiar sights along the way until he 
reaches Arusha three hours later and is fortunate to see a 
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sign at an intersection that indicates a bypass around to the 
north of the city. 

“Thank God for that,” he mutters aloud. “I’ll be avoiding 
the Sokoine Road congestion.”

 He is pleasantly surprised on the drive between Arusha 
and the airport. It’s not as eerie as he remembered in the dark 
night of his arrival. The villages along the highway are now 
colourful and full of activity with shoppers milling about the 
myriad of outdoor stands and racks where everything from 
bargain used clothing to fresh farm produce are displayed. 

He is enjoying the scene at one village when an erratic 
young cyclist veers in front of him. 

“Geezus,” he blurts. He brakes just in time. 
The kid gives him a nonchalant grin – a dubious reward for 

not almost killing him. 
His cell phone rings. It’s Charles.
“Mr Robert. Have good news to you. Sarah phoned me.”
McBride’s heart leaps. 
“What?”
“She found papers of Neema, and photograph of her too.”
“Hey, great, my friend. Give me her number and I’ll phone 

her when I get to Moshi. Thanks.”
McBride arrives in Moshi in the early evening. It is dark, 

but after a few minutes cruising the main street he recognizes 
the hotel he had stayed in and decides to check in. 

He considers momentarily getting his former second floor 
room, but is told anyway that it is occupied. On the way to his 
room, he can’t help but stop in front of the door to their former 
love nest, a sentimental pause that causes a flood of beautiful 
memories – memories that might never be repeated. 

Once in his room, he quickly phones Sarah. She can’t talk 
right now, but suggests he visit her in the morning. McBride 
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is a little upset, but sighs. “Oh well, I’ve waited this long. 
What’s a few more hours?”

 He’s hungry and parched from the long hot trip and de-
cides to have dinner at the Base Camp Café. It’s just down the 
street from the hotel. Sentiment aside, it’s an opportunity to 
ask around about Neema. 

It’s a typical Friday night and the place is teeming with the 
local crowd celebrating the end of another workweek. McBride 
smiles as he notices yet another group of Kilimanjaro climb-
ers, boisterously celebrating their ascent. He questions his 
server, an attractive, contagiously friendly young woman, who 
remembers Neema coming in from time to time, but hasn’t 
seen her for months. 

“Hey, her friend still pops in occasionally, so maybe you 
can contact her,” she suggests.

“Yeah, I’ve already met her. Do you know of any other 
friends or fellow teachers…?”

“Sorry.”
And then a sinister thought dawns on him. Perhaps 

Neema’s given up her job, and me, for some godforsaken rea-
son, to start fresh with some new guy… or that damn fiancé 
could be back in the picture. But then he calms himself, re-
membering that he knew her character well. She would not 
do that without telling me. The connection was real. So was 
the love. There has to be a better explanation. What happened? 
Where the hell is she? 

The next morning, McBride wakes up early. He is excit-
ed. After a quick breakfast at the hotel, he walks swiftly to 
Sarah’s, arriving a little out of breath. She must have had a 
late night and slept in. She’s a little embarrassed with her 
disheveled appearance, but her face becomes radiant as she 
smiles, hugs him, and invites him in. The apartment is a small 
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two-bedroom, with one room serving as a combined sitting and 
dining area that includes a single counter and stovetop as the 
‘kitchen’. Sarah mentions she has a new roommate, but that 
she is out at the moment. Her friendly welcome gives McBride 
a small flicker of hope; a light to erase the dark pessimism of 
last night’s sleeplessness. He gets to the point quickly.

“You have some information, papers, photos of Neema?”
“Yes, I found them in her room behind her dresser. Must 

have fallen down from one of the drawers.”
She leaves and return a moment later handing a large en-

velope containing some receipts, bank statements, and a worn 
photograph of a young girl and mom standing at the entrance 
of a small bright-blue-painted house with a field of crops in 
the background. 

“That must be her mother,” Sarah suggests.
“But I do know that it is a village in this Kilimanjaro re-

gion because she talked about growing up seeing the snows of 
the mountain from her home.”

Sarah excuses herself at the sound of the kettle whistling 
in the kitchen.

“Would you like some tea?” she asks.
She returns a moment later with tea and biscuits.
“So there is no name for a town or village? The DEO in 

Karatu says she has family in the village of Holili. Is that 
near here?”

“Yes, I know it. Just stay on the main highway going east. 
I think it is about an hour or so from here,” Sarah says.

“What about any other friends who might have informa-
tion?” McBride asks.

“If she had any, I never met any of them, sorry. I know she 
was engaged, but that was finished several years ago, and 
Neema never told me his name.”
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He has to ask the question. “Was there any involvement 
with anyone else since I met her?”

“Not that I’m aware of,” she replies. “But I do know that 
since she met you I have never seen anyone more happy. This 
lady was in love. In the evenings when she was expecting your 
call on her cellphone, she couldn’t sit still. Always up and 
down, getting excited and impatient. It was funny sometimes, 
actually.”

“You must really love her, hmm?” she adds.
McBride looks down, blushing, and has to struggle to con-

tain a heartbreak welling up inside him.
“You will find her, amna shida – don’t worry,” she offers, 

comfortingly.
McBride can’t thank her enough for her hospitality and 

compelling information. He gives her a big hug and leaves. 
He sits outside the apartment in his car peering closely at 
the photograph and notices a slightly blurred but very famil-
iar outline of Mount Kilimanjaro in the distance behind the 
house. He’s hopeful. Without an address, this may be a clue 
to finding her home. But will there still be any family living 
there? he wonders.

A District Education Office visit for more information had 
been next on his list, but McBride decides against it. Fratern 
Kaaya was pretty adamant it would be futile. However, he 
would visit Neema’s school on Monday to question her fellow 
teachers and the headmaster.

Ì Ë Ì

The greener topography along the drive to Holili village in the 
Kilimanjaro midlands is in stark contrast to the expansive 
arid Maasai plains surrounding Arusha. McBride notices that 
it is actually very similar to the Karatu sloping highlands of 
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the Ngorongoro Crater where a myriad of streams flow down 
the slopes to feed rice, wheat and maize crops. The air is re-
freshingly moist. 

As he passes through Uchira village, about fifteen kilome-
tres from Moshi, he enjoys the artistry of an irregular quilt-
ed patchwork of small farms with plots defined by rows of 
minyaa trees. It is harvest time for crops of wheat and maize 
that, when ground into flour, become the main food staple 
ugali for most Tanzanians. The fields are filled with t-shirted 
men and women working tirelessly twelve hours each day, 
handpicking the ears of maize and loading them into tractor 
hauled wagons. 

McBride reaches the small village of Holili, but notices 
that the haphazardly planned streets on both sides of the 
main road may make it difficult to find Neema’s home. It is 
already mid-day. That leaves him only a few hours to get back 
to Moshi before dark. 

He sees the solution. He stops to chat with a few young men 
relaxing on their boda bodas in the village square, patient-
ly waiting for customers. The friendliest, James, handsome, 
not older than eighteen or nineteen, has the best English. He 
doesn’t know the Kuringe family, but when McBride shows 
him the photo he looks at it curiously.

“I think I know that house,” he replies, pointing to the 
photo.

McBride follows his boda boda through a maze of dirt roads 
till James stops at a house that resembles the one in the pho-
tograph except the blue paint is faded. He creeps forward in 
his car until he aligns the house with the outline of Mount 
Kilimanjaro in the distance. 

“YES!! This is it.” His heart is pounding. Neema may be 
here.
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They walk up the gravelled pathway to the entrance. 
McBride knocks on the door and waits. And waits.

He knocks again and moments later an elderly woman 
slowly opens the door. James asks her if she is Mrs Kuringe 
and she nods. She then looks more closely at McBride and 
there is a sudden look of fear on her face, as if she has seen a 
ghost. She lets out a soft moan, mutters something quickly to 
James and starts to close the door. McBride raises his hand 
and stops it from closing, but James quickly motions that they 
should leave. He will explain.

McBride is dumbfounded. They go back to their vehicles 
and drive a short distance away and stop.

“What was that all about?” McBride asks, puzzled and 
agitated.

“She does not want to see you. You saw, she is very angry. 
She said to don’t come back,” James replies.

“But I need to find my friend Neema Kuringe. Was that 
her mother?” 

James raises his eyebrows and shrugs his shoulders, look-
ing helplessly back at McBride. 

McBride ponders a moment, and then, determined, says 
to James, “OK, go back and see if she will talk to you alone. 
If not, I noticed there is a neighbour not far from her house. 
Maybe you can find out something from them.”

McBride waits anxiously in his car and begins to feel a note 
of dread. “Something’s… not right,” he reckons. Several vil-
lage women come down the street, colourfully clad in khangas, 
with plastic pails, probably filled with their day’s shopping, 
expertly balanced on their heads. They pass by the car, slowly 
turning their heads in unison, staring curiously. 

It’s almost an hour till James returns and when McBride 
sees him approaching in the rear view mirror, he jumps out 
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of the car. The boda boda almost crashes into the door. James 
dismounts, slowly removes his helmet, and the sadness in his 
eyes tells McBride he is the bearer of bad news. As James re-
lays the story told by the neighbour, McBride only remembers 
hearing two words: “Neema died.”

After James leaves, McBride sits in the car for two hours, 
in disbelief, in shock, in pain; a pain from a deep hollow place 
in his soul. The tears have dried by the time he notices that 
it is getting dark. 

The darkness of the drive back to Moshi personifies his 
desolation. He has never felt so terribly alone. At the hotel, 
he gets his room transferred to the ground floor to avoid going 
past ‘their room’, orders a bottle of red wine, props himself up 
in the bed, and drinks till he passes out. 

His world has fallen apart. 

Ì Ë Ì

McBride is like an automaton on the drive back to Karatu; 
oblivious to everything, suspended in a blankness of disbelief 
and grief. Tears well up as he remembers her loving face and 
their parting promises. 

He at least had the sense to get James’ phone number be-
fore he left Holili. As he drives now, he is trying to put togeth-
er the pieces of the puzzle from new information supplied by 
James this morning. McBride was impressed how proactive 
James was in making further queries. Neema had been in 
Holili, staying with her widowed mother for six months. There 
was a funeral for Neema in June. She was very popular in the 
village growing up and so many villagers attending the fu-
neral could not all fit into the little church. James remembers 
it was a good day for him and his chariot, making a month’s 
earnings in one day. 
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But after speaking to a few villagers, James uncovered 
the most startling revelation: Neema was pregnant. After 
calculating backwards from the time of her death, McBride 
believes, without a doubt, that the pregnancy must have re-
sulted from their love affair the previous September. Neema 
died giving birth but there is no information about the child. 
Was the baby stillborn? McBride wonders. Then suddenly it 
dawns on him. Could Neema’s baby be alive? My God, am I a 
father?

As he drives on through the darkness, McBride wonders, 
Now what? What is the reason to be here without Neema?

But by the time he reaches Karatu, he is re-energized and 
injected with a new purpose. He will investigate thoroughly 
the possibility of their love child being alive. He now knows 
why Neema stopped communicating but two big questions 
remain. Why did Neema not tell him she was pregnant? And 
why was her mother so angry when she saw him? Because of 
the cultural gap? But that will have to wait; he has a new job 
to focus on. 
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McBride

JUNE 1991

M cBride’s first few months back in Vancouver at the office 

of Davison McBride & Associates Inc are difficult. He 

socializes very little, preferring a solitary bachelor existence. 

Even when Susan the new office paralegal is showing an un-

usual amount of interest in him, he rebuffs her every attempt 

to ‘get together.’ He becomes obsessed with needing to know 

if he is a father or not and counts the days till he can return 

to Tanzania to find out. He asked James the boda boda guy in 

Holili to contact him if he has any more information and his 

heart skips a beat when he gets a call from him in June.
“Mr Robert, no one here knows anything about the baby, 

whether is died at birth or is given away—.”
“—What do you mean, given away?!” McBride interrupts.
“You know, is the custom if a family cannot care after a 

child, it can be passed to a relative or more wealthy family.”
“Did you find out if she had any relatives?” McBride asks.
“Neema’s father passed away many, many years ago and 

some say Mrs Kuringe has sister, but don’t know where,” 
James replies. 

McBride pauses, and continues. “OK, remember I asked 
to check out how the birth was done; a midwife, or doctor, 
or maybe Mrs Kuringe herself? And to see if there is a birth 
certificate registered somewhere.”

“Yes, Mr Robert,” James replies. “I asked my uncle to help 
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me and we went to see Holili Village Executive Director Mr 
Elias who said there is no birth certificate.”

“If a baby dies, what happens?” McBride asks.
“Mr Elias thinks maybe baby died during birth and body 

was buried on Mrs Kuringe’s property. We do not have many 
public place for burial,” James responds. “Mr Elias also said 
we should contact Doctor, Mr Lyaruu. He is only one doctor in 
Holili village so he would be best for information.”




